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A 200-year-old Letter
from John Chambers
One of Dublin’s tourist
attractions is the historic
1796 Kilmainham Gaol
(“Jail”). One thing that’s
not on that tour is how
Charles Chambers’ father
was one of the earliest
prisoners there!
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An Important
Landmark House
Goes on the Market
The Belleville-Castello
House has been placed on
the market. It’s important
in both history and
architecture, and needs
someone who will preserve its character.
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Black History
Exhibit Installed at
Taille
The new Black History
exhibit has been installed
at Taille de Noyer—and
is ready to visit once
pandemic rules allow
regular tours to resume.
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Congressional Map, 1843, showing
the original straight boundary on the
western edge. Library of Congress

1821 Missouri Bicentennial 2021
August 10, 1821, marks 200 years since the state was admitted to the Union
Missouri was not a shoe-in for statehood. It was a long and arduous process,
and we review the story of statehood with the journalist, author, and historian
of all-things-Missouri, Walter B. Stevens (1848-1939) as our guide.
Continued page four

Historic Florissant Annual

Gittemeier House Landscaped
by Florissant Gardeners

Historic Florissant,
Inc. held its Annual
Benefit Dinner at the
beautiful Catering to
You Banquet Hall on
Sunday, May 16. It
was a fun, sold-out
event with Florissant
Mayor Tim Lowery,
Councilman Keith
Schildroth, Sister
Loretto Gettemeier,
and the guest speaker,
the unsinkable Molly
Brown (Barbara
Kay).
The benefit dinner is
one of Historic Florissant’s most important
fundraising events.
Thank you to the folks
at Catering to You, all
who attended and all
who donated.
We
cannot do our work
without you!

The Florissant Gardeners have been busy beautifying
the grounds of the Gittemeier House. After weeding, they
used old bricks to edge a new flower garden, planted trees,
rose bushes and added other flowers. We appreciate ALL
of the hard work of Dave Jones, Toni Garrett, Steve
Meyer, Jenny Meyer, and our HFI volunteers, Lynn
Burkhart, Terri Burham, Pat and Kevin Fitzpatrick,
Steve Siebe, and Gina Siebe.
HFI image

Above: The evening’s
program was Titanic
survivor Molly Brown,
portrayed by Barbara Kay,
sharing the exciting stories
of her life.
Left, Sister Loretto
addressed the participants.
She is a descendant of
Franz Gittemeier and the
last surviving person born
in the Gittemeier House.

In Memoriam:
Edward J. Keil, 1931-2021
The historic preservation community mourns the loss
of Ed Keil, who with his wife Nancy, was a loving and
dedicated volunteer preserving Florissant’s history.
Ed passed away on January 24, 2021. Ed was born in
St. Louis and grew up in Ferguson. He served in the
military and later spent three decades working as an
engineer at McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
The Keil family has been active in many places, with
Ed and Nancy playing a special role in the maintenance
of Old St. Ferdinand Shrine.
Interment was at Sacred Heart Cemetery in Florissant,
and memorials may be sent to the Friends of Old St.
Ferdinand, #1 Rue St. Francois, Florissant MO 63031.

All Photos from HFI

The First Gettemeier Table
The Florissant Valley Quarterly shares news and educational articles about local history, and is published four times each
year by the Florissant Valley Historical Society, Friends of Old St. Ferdinand, Inc., and Historic Florissant, Inc. A complete set
of bound issues is held by the St. Louis County Library, and electronic issues since 2017 are made available online after six
months at www.florissantvalleyhs.com. Back issues are available for purchase from Historic Florissant. Uncredited articles
are by the editorial team.
Mary Kay Gladbach, Editor; Andrew J. Theising, Managing Editor
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Benefit Dinner a Success!

Important Landmark for Sale

block

The Belleville-Castello House, circa 1860, at 385 St.
Louis Street in Old Town, Florissant, is currently listed on
the market for $115,000. The house is protected and listed
on the National Register of Historic Places. It has a façade
easement which means the front exterior of the house has
been restored using preservation funds and may not be
altered. Extensive interior and exterior restoration efforts
are critically needed. All exterior changes require a
Certificate of Appropriateness from the Landmarks and
Historic District Commission.
Historic Florissant is extremely interested in finding an
owner who will restore this beautiful home and protect its
historic integrity. As an alternative, Historic Florissant
will entertain creative ideas to protect this property
including, but not limited to, a consortium of buyers or a
substantial donation made to Historic Florissant for the
soul purpose of purchasing and protecting the property.
Interested parties should contact Gina Siebe at
314-565-1468. The house is listed with Coldwell-Banker.
The Belleville-Castello house has a rich history. The
land here was first owned by the Creelys, one of
Florissant’s first immigrant families, later it was owned by
the Belleville family who came to Florissant as early as
1822 and built this house in 1860. The Bellevilles once
owned a two-story hotel on St. Francois. After the
Bellevilles moved to Illinois, the Castello family owned
the property. It was home to Mayor Charles Castello
who was elected mayor 27 time and who also was the first
to ride the Narrow-Gauge Railroad train in 1878. This
historic property is the finest example of Greek Revival
Architecture in the area, it has a deep history and is at
eminent risk. It deserves to be restored properly.

The Second Gettemeier Table

The Mayor’s Table

The Wiese Table

The Zykan Table
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Missouri Bicentennial

There were meetings held around the Missouri Territory on
the subject of slavery and Congress’s right to control it.
“OTHER STATES HAVE BIRTHDAYS,” wrote Walter B. Everyone knew that Missouri would allow slavery if it
Stevens in 1917, “Missouri has birth years.”
Stevens could, and members of Congress north and south feared the
correctly notes that the state’s anniversary should not be imbalance of power Missouri’s admission to the union
limited to a single day, but rather a period of years—since it would make.
Henry Clay felt the pressure to act and
took four years from start in 1817 to finish in 1821.
attempted to bridge the divide in the chamber he led.
Meanwhile, Alabama was admitted to the union in
The year 1817 was called a “magical year” since the early
signs of progress began appearing in St. Louis, none greater December 1819 and now a petition to admit Maine was
than the arrival of the first steamboat. The city was the introduced, all while Missouri waited. Clay devised a
compromise in March 1820. Missouri could draft its constishining star of the territory and people remembered the
tution without congressional interference,
words of the agreement of the Louisiana
but no other state north of the 36th parallel
Purchase: “the inhabitants shall be incorcould legalize slavery. The compromise
porated in the Union of the United States
passed the House by only 3 votes on
and admitted, as soon as possible….” (251)
March 3rd. Leaders across the country,
In 1818, both Missouri and Illinois had
including the aging Thomas Jefferson, saw
petitions for statehood before the Congress.
it as critical to keeping the union together.
Congress acted on the Illinois petition,
The next day, John Randolph of Virginia
approving it in December 1818 despite the
made a motion on the House floor to
state having fewer people than Missouri.
reconsider the vote (thinking he could
The Congress deadlocked on the Missouri
defeat it on reconsideration). Clay told
petition—by the end of the session in
him that his motion would have to wait
March 1819, there was still no action.
until after the regular morning business
The problem was not in the Senate—it
items on the agenda were conducted.
was ready to admit Missouri. It was the
During this delay, Clay quickly signed the
House of Representatives that objected, and
compromise bill that was passed and
the great statesman Henry Clay was the
dispatched it to the Senate. When Mr.
Speaker of the House.
Henry
Clay
(and
his
dog),
1843
Randolph made his motion again, Clay
A “storm of resentment in Missouri
Library
of
Congress
informed him that he was too late; that the
broke” after the inaction by Congress. The
Grand Jury at St. Louis declared Congress’s inaction to be House no longer had possession of the bill! The Senate
“an unconstitutional and an unwarrantable usurpation over passed the compromise and Missouri’s statehood was
our inalienable rights and privileges as free people.” (251) enabled. (This is the reason the year 1820 appears on the
The issue was slavery and whether Missouri should decide state seal.)
the question or if Congress should. The Grand Jury at
Clay’s parliamentary trick was one of many grievances
Jefferson County declared “slavery is an evil we do not Randolph accumulated against Clay, and for which he later
pretend to deny,” but that Congress was not empowered to would fight a duel with Clay. Source: Walter B. Stevens,
dictate “the whole or any part of [a state’s] constitution.”
!"
Missouri’s Centennial, State Historical Society of Mo, 1917.
continued from page one

A Contribution to the Statehood Debate from Florissant
At the time of the Missouri Compromise, the issue of slavery in Missouri was put out for public debate in newspapers
of the time. Many were offered in response to a major pro-slavery resolution sponsored by key politicians in St. Louis
on May 13, 1819. Shortly thereafter on June 5, a group of abolitionists met in Florissant at the home of Elisha Patterson.
Patterson’s own family was divided on the issue of slavery, but Elisha was firm in his belief that it was wrong.
The resolution made several key points about slavery. First, it noted that slavery was contrary to the notions of
freedom and justice (principles that were at the core of the United States’ founding documents). Second, it noted that
slavery was immoral and would yield “judgment from a just but angry God.” (emphasis theirs) The other arguments
against it were that Missouri should not be complicit in the perpetuation of evil, that no one should be censured for their
political opinions, and that if slavery had not been already established here, no one would think of or support introducing
it. The resolution was unanimously approved and published in the Missouri Gazette and Public Advertiser.
[See the new FVHS book In the Walnut Grove for a reproduction of the resolution from 1819, pp. 148-151.]
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Hazelwood: The Area’s First Brick House?
Hazelwood house had 25 rooms surrounded
by 640 acres of land (the estate may have been
as large as 1,100 when Musick built it). The
land was worked by over 40 enslaved people,
giving Graham “planter” status and making
Hazelwood a “plantation.”
The house had additions made prior to 1850.
The first floor had two drawing rooms, a
library, a bedroom, dining room, pantries, and a
dining room for the servants. An old kitchen,
according to the 1933 feature, was in the
basement. The ceilings were 16 feet tall on the
first and second floors. It was furnished
elegantly with family antiques inside and
luxurious gardens outside.
Graham and his wife lived
the rest of their lives at
Hazelwood. It then went to
daughter Lily Graham and her
husband, Daniel Marsh Frost.
Harriet Frost Fordyce lived
there until 1953, when she
donated the house and the
remaining 123 acres to the
Jesuits as a retreat.
The
growing noise from Lambert
Airport made it unsuitable for
retreat purposes, so the land was sold to
industry in 1963 and the house demolished.
Ironically, the house Hazelwood was not in
the present-day city Hazelwood. It stood in
what is today Berkeley, Mo., and its occupant
Samuel Fordyce was Berkeley’s first mayor.
The Florissant Valley Historical Society used
!"
the gardens for a fundraiser in 1960.

RICHARD GRAHAM and Henry Clay were
good friends. According to family lore, it was
Henry Clay who gave the name “Hazelwood”
to the estate due to the many hazel bushes that
were prominent on the site. Walter B. Stevens,
in his 1909 history St. Louis: The Fourth City,
says that Clay intended it to be a joke (p. 692)
but that Graham took the suggestion of his
friend seriously. The name stuck.
The house itself, claimed a 1933 feature in
the Post-Dispatch, was the first brick house
built west of the Mississippi River [untrue*].
Graham didn’t build it. It was constructed by
the Reverend William Musick in 1807
(misspelled “Husick” therein).
Musick died in 1810 and the
estate was liquidated.
Richard Graham came to
St. Louis in the late 1810s to
serve as an Indian Agent for
the Illinois Territory. His first
wife died in Kentucky in
1820. It must have been after
that when he decided to make
St. Louis his home and
purchased the Musick estate,
possibly from George Smith.
Henry Clay was disappointed, says Stevens,
that Graham chose St. Louis over Kentucky.
In 1824, Graham married Catherine Cecelia
Mullanphy at Old St. Ferdinand’s Church and
they made Hazelwood their home. In 1823,
Ann Mullanphy had married Major Thomas
Biddle, also a close friend of Graham, which
must have made the choice easier.

See Post-Dispatch Daily Magazine 3/11/1933.
Hazelwood house images from a 1933 Post Dispatch feature; top image from 1963 feature.. Newspapers.com
*Ste. Genevieve’s “Old Brick
House” gets the credit for the oldest brick house west of the river, being built in 1785. Hazelwood may have been the county’s first, though.

Richard Graham is buried on Henry Clay’s Farm
The facilitator of the Missouri Compromise owned a lot of land outside of his Kentucky estate Ashland, and one of his
holdings was the “Old Orchard Farm.” It was 323 acres of land that was purchased by Archbishop Peter Kenrick in 1853
as the site of the now-470-acre Calvary Cemetery in north St. Louis. It had been given to his daughter Ann Clay, and
contained “a gracious plantation house (two-story brick, constructed in 1845), slave quarters, and all of the amenities of a
Southern garden.” (1) Clay’s son James Clay moved his family to St. Louis in 1851.
It is unclear what the western boundary of the property was, but the cemetery ends just 3,000 feet short of St. Ferdinand
Township. Soldiers from Fort Bellefontaine reportedly were buried adjacent to the property, indicating its proximity.
The Mullanphy, Graham, and Chambers families are all buried at Calvary Cemetery, though some of the graves were
moved there after 1854. Of note is that Clay’s farm was used for grazing, not tilling, making it the oldest patch of native
prairie grass known in the area. The Archdiocese pledged in 2007 to leave 25 acres of it undisturbed for 100 years. (1)
(1) See STLtourguide’s Notes from the Lou at stltourguide.wordpress.com 10/22/2011 for an interesting discussion of Calvary and
Bellefontaine Cemeteries and their history.
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The Chambers Family’s
A Note Written by John Chambers sometime between 1805
and 1837, and reproduced by Harriet Hardaway in The
Descendants of John Mullanphy, Saint Louis Philanthropist
(1940)

The Florissant Valley Historical Society sends a sincere
thank you to the kind donors who made its Zooming with
Hemingway! event a fun success. We received donations
from kind people in three different states!
The event focused on the new book Hemingway’s Saint
Louis, which describes Taille de Noyer’s connection to
Ernest Hemingway’s third wife.
The event was held in cooperation with Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville and the zoom link is available for
a limited time on the FVHS Facebook page.

Black History Exhibit at Taille

The permanent Black History exhibit that stems from the
FVHS book In the Walnut Grove is now in place at Taille
de Noyer, and is ready for visitors when the museum can
reopen safely.
The exhibit is based on the book, but goes a bit deeper in
some issues. Six large frames containing artifacts and
photos examine Black History from the era of slavery in
Florissant to Jim Crow segregation in the larger St. Louis
area, as well as recognizing the contributions of African
Americans to culture, business, and society.
One of the most striking pieces in the exhibit is leg
shackles that were used in Jefferson County, Alabama, for
prison labor. African Americans were arrested and jailed
on misdemeanor charges, and their labor was sold to
nearby industry. The shackles were part of the Rosemary
Davison estate’s historic memorabilia.

Considering it of little importance from whence a man was
descended, provided his own conduct was honest and
virtuous, I have paid small attention to the petitions of the
world than what they derived from the wealth or station of
their ancestry; on the other hand, I have always considered
the man who, content to rest his character and fame on his
own genius, industry, probity and honour, as having a fairer
claim to the distinction and regard of the world.
Influenced by these opinions, I never turned my attention
farther to my own forebears than the hope or believe that
they were unstained by crime, and were honest and of good
repute. Satisfied on these points, and as you wish I would say
some thing about them, I profit by an idle hour and tell you
all I know.
The family Chambers were originally English, and were
amongst those who went to Ireland in the reign of Elizabeth,
and settled in the county Wexford, in the Barony of Forth;
from whence they branched into various parts of the
kingdom.
My grandfather, Joseph Chambers, was by profession a ship
builder, and removed to Dublin in the early part of the last
century and married Miss Elizabeth Conner, by whom he had
my father, John Charles, who was early adopted by his
mother’s brother, Mr. Conner, with a view of bequeathing
him his estate, which lay chiefly in Smithfield, on the North
side of the city. Desiring to render him worthy of the
inheritance, Mr. Connor bestowed on him an excellent
education, chiefly with a view to the military profession; and
at an early age purchased for him a commission of a cornet
of horse.
In this character he entered the gay world, recommended by
a good person, prepossessing good manners, and the prospect
of a large fortune. At a ball, he met and was fascinated with
a Miss Archbold, whom he married without either party
obtaining or seeking the approbation of friends. His uncle
was not reconciled to the match, refused to see him, and
finally bequeathed his property to others. The family of Miss
Archbold were equally inexorable and she died in a few
years, leaving two infants who did not long survive her.
My father, thus disinherited and left with little other
property than what he derived from his commission,
determined to quit the army, and accordingly sold out. With
the proceeds of the sale, he determined to enter into business;
and, having many respectable connections, he commenced as
a wine merchant.
Shortly afterwards, he became acquainted with and married
Miss Eleanor Carter of Chapelizod, by whom he had several
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Journey to America
children, of whom I was the third and only survivor. By
Mrs. Chambers he became entitled to the handsome property
in land, which, being imprudently and illegally encumbered
by his father’s executors, was finally sold on my becoming
of age to the father of the present Lord Donoughmore, and
formed the eastern bounds of his Lordship’s demesne within
four miles of Dublin.
My mother, as I have said, Miss Carter, was the daughter of
Charles Carter, Esquire, of Chapelizod, whose family
emigrated from Whithaven in England, and settled near
Dublin, in the time of the war between William and James.
Thus on my father’s and mother’s side my ancestry was
English. My father died in 1765, and my mother in 1781,
leaving no other children than myself.
In December, 1780, I married Christian Mary Fitzsimon,
daughter of Christopher Fitzsimon, Esquire, of the ancient
Roman Catholic family, and amongst one of those who were
stript of their estates by the Bill of Discovery, one of those
infamous laws of what is called the Penal Code of Ireland.
She died in 1796.
In that year I entered into the Society of United Irishman
with a number of friends; and on the 12th of March 1798
escaped from the arrest of the government. In May there
was a large reward offered for my person, and those of the
Lord Fitzsimon and others; but the succeeding August, being
assured of pardon and permission to leave the country, I
surrendered. I was confined, however, in Kilmainham Gaol,
and afterwards in Fort George, Scotland; from whence I was
enlarged in June 1802, after being more than four years in
confinement.
I was conveyed in an English frigate to the Elbe, landed at
Hamburg and proceeded to France, where I remained for
three years, and then embarked for this country and arrived
in New York in August 1805.
Intending these lines as a mere note of fact connected with
my family and myself, I have avoided the miniature
incidence of a life which, though entertaining, would be
short-lived and importance, either to my family or others.

Taille de Noyer Annual Dinner:
Save the Date!
Now that in-person meetings are being allowed, it’s
time to come together and celebrate our local history.
SEPTEMBER 19, 2021 is the date of the annual
dinner. Since Hendel’s is no longer available for
functions, we will gather at Catering to You in New
Halls Ferry Plaza. Enjoy drinks, delicious dinner,
and a historical program. The dinner is Taille de
Noyer’s major fundraiser of the year. More to come!

Gina Siebe to Receive Special
Leadership Award
The North County Inc. Regional Development
Association has selected Gina Siebe, President of Historic
Florissant, Inc. to receive the North County Incorporated’s
Special Leadership Recognition Award. This award is
presented to outstanding individuals who exemplify
leadership and service to North County, are dedicated to
helping others, and work to improve the business
environment and lives of those they serve. Siebe was
nominated by Mary Kay Gladbach for her outstanding
work in historic preservation, her dedicated leadership of
HFI, and her support of many other efforts to serve the
community.
The selection committee unanimously
approved the nomination! She will receive this honor at
the North County Inc. Annual Leadership Breakfast on
September 17, 2021.

Future Historic Site
Administrators Intern at HFI
Historic Florissant partnered with UMSL to sponsor two
interns from the History Site Administration Course. Sam
Monroe (below, left) and Jim Gass (right), two
enthusiastic, hard working young men sorted and
categorized archival documents, wrote Legends and Lore
Grants, created an exhibit of the enslaved of Florissant,
and created a virtual exhibit that will be posted on Historic
Florissant’s website. HFI Image

The gravestone of John
Chambers (1754-1837) at
Salibury Mills, NY. Records
indicate that his son Charles
arrived in New York in 1806,
at age 24, perhaps a year
after John’s reported arrival.

Images courtesy of
Kim Marra
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Bockrath-Wiese House Update
The 1870 Bockrath-Wiese House in St. Ferdinand Park remains in grave disrepair, but with help of volunteers, donors,
the City of Florissant and Historic Florissant, Inc., this historic property is getting some much needed attention.
Recently, the Florissant City Council approved $40,000 earmarked for a cedar shake roof, waterproofing the basement
and re-grading the area surrounding the house to redirect water. That work is now in progress. (HFI photo below)
The Bockrath-Wiese house is listed on the National Register for Historic Places. It was built by Henry Bockrath
sometime before 1870. George Wiese and his wife Margaret (Busken) bought the house in 1904. It remained in the
Wiese family until 1976 when it was sold along
with the farm acreage to the City of Florissant to be
used as a park.
George Wiese’s grandson, Michael Wiese, an
electrical consulting engineer in the electrical
construction industry, is acting as project manager
for the restoration of the Bockrath-Wiese House.
His intentions align with that of Historic Florissant
and the City of Florissant. The goal is to restore the
house to reflect its original beauty. Appreciation is
extended toward Michael, volunteers and Florissant
businesses who have stepped forward to help with
this project. Donations are still needed! Please
consider sending a check to continue this vital
restoration work:
Historic Florissant, Inc., 1067 Dunn Road,
Florissant, MO 63031

